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What is a program called BOT? What do you get if you buy from bestbots.nro? What can this bot do?: - collect a bonus box (the invisible ones can't). - collect bonuses (knowledge of English phrases). - hits (natural balls). - intelligence (projects). - intellectual games (complex riddles). - logical tasks (smart balls). - guess words (find a
word of three letters). - do not play (download and play for health!). - play in a group (in online games). - free games (free balls and more). - answer questions (it is possible to understand you or not). - play for money (play games for money). - analyze (analyze questions and look for answers to them). - receive gold (Gold transfer). -
Level up (over time). - have an unlimited balance (earn a lot of points). - be invincible (defeat the bot). - get cheats (hack account). - download the program (download the program). - see in pictures (can handle it, understand the meaning of the picture, understand the word). - automatically find accounts (find a player's account). -
put + and - (the player is available in the game). - open hidden messages. - look for keys (he can do it, understand that this is the key). - launch a rocket (launch a rocket into the game) - do the dirty work (scan all accounts). - download the program (there is nothing complicated in downloading the program). - run the game (launch,
install, play). - choose levels (selection of levels, difficulty level). - start the game (begin). - listen to the chat (hear messages), if there is a tick in the place of the chat. - have a lot of votes (a vote is equal to the number of comments on the account). - indicate comments on accounts. - place pictures (add pictures). - publish messages
(set topics). - communicate (communicate with other players). - write messages (write messages). - make a purchase for 1 repost (make a purchase). - purchase the program (purchase of the program). - earn gold (earn a lot of gold). - download cheats for the game. - get rubies (rubies). - download and install the program (program
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